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A B S T R A C T
Crime statistics and research on criminology show that under similar circumstances, crimes are more likely to occur in developing countries than in developed countries due to their lack of security measures. Transport crimes on highways and bridges are one of the most common crimes in the developing nations. Automation of various systems like the toll collection system is being introduced in the developing countries to avoid corruption in the collection of toll, decrease cost and increase operational efficiency. The goal of this research is to find an integrated solution that enhances security along with the advantage of automated toll collection. Inspired by the availability of many security systems, this research presents a system that can block a specific vehicle or a particular type of vehicles at the toll booths based on directives from the law enforcement agencies. The heart of the system is based on RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) technology. In this system, by sending a text message the law enforcement agency or the authority that controls the toll booths can prevent the barrier from being lifted even after deduction of the toll charge if the passing vehicle has a security issue. The designed system should help the effort of reducing transport crimes on highways and bridges of developing countries.

1. Introduction

Developing countries are still lagging behind in technological development compared to developed countries. Security systems and safety measures to stop crime in developing countries are still dependent on trivial manual systems rather than automated systems. A major portion of crime happens at the highways and bridges. Most of the hijackers, kidnappers, murderers, and drug dealers usually try to change their location by travelling from one state to another. As most of the roads and bridges have toll booth in developing countries, they have to pass through those areas. But police sometimes fail to recognize the criminals and their transport vehicles. However, in our work we tried to develop a system at the toll booth area to mitigate this problem. For this, we have integrated an advanced security system along with automated toll collection system based on the RFID technology. This paper presents the completed work of a research whose initial results were published in a conference paper [1].

For implementing this system, we need RFID tag in every vehicle. Moreover, every vehicle owner’s basic information will be recorded in the database along with their prepaid based account number. So, it will be easier for the authority to find the vehicle owner’s details in a faster way in case of emergency. For instance, suppose a car has been stolen from a state. Usually stolen cars are removed secretly out of the state and for this it has to pass any of the bridges. However, the victim can write a General Diary (GD) at the police station and the police can inform the authority about the specified RFID number plate and thus the particular vehicle can be prevented from crossing the exit point at the toll bridge. Thus, the missing car can be found easily.

The overall system is a hassle free and user friendly secured system. The benefits of the system also include congestion reduction, time saving, operating cost saving, payment flexibility, and incident reduction.

2. Literature Review

A considerable research work has been going on regarding automation of toll collection system to replace manual toll collection system. Most of them are based on RFID technology as it is cost effective and also safer at the same time. Prepaid based account is needed for deducting the toll charge from the vehicle.
owner’s account. This system is much more convenient, safer and it also reduces traffic congestion at the highways and bridges.

In 2005, Jerry.L and Barbara.C proposed a technique which was based on smart card [2]. Later, in 2011 Hitachi.S had proposed a system using ARM-7 processor and that reduced the overall process time to a great extent [2]. The vital part of the system is the RFID. A study related to sustainability of passive RFID technology for fast moving vehicle identification was found in a research paper [3]. This paper talks about the ALOHA based anti-collision algorithms to identify moving vehicles. The simulation work was developed using C++ and three configurations which includes one, two and multi traffic lane [3].

However, some research is also going on in the area of intelligent safety and security of automobiles by implementing different types of sensor and wireless locking and unlocking systems to reduce road accidents [4][5]. Cyber security is another big concern nowadays. Research on data security is also going on in many ways [6].

We have analyzed some research on car parking systems and we found RFID based access control system that is used in some confidential areas. A tracker based automatic detection of suspicious behavior of pickpockets in a shopping mall related work is also been proposed in a research paper [7].

RFID identity card system is already available in hostels, universities, medical centers, and shopping malls to restrict the entry of unauthorized people [8]. Combining all the ideas, we have aimed at developing an advanced security system which will be integrated with the RFID based toll collection system and will provide higher security on highways or bridges.

3. Description of the Proposed System

The overall system model is designed based on our previous project ideas and some new concepts regarding RFID technology. For implementing this system in a country, all vehicles must hold RFID number plates or tags. After the vehicle enters the toll booth area, the RFID reader at the toll booth instantly reads the vehicle’s identification number and detects the vehicle type from memory. Then, according to the preset toll charge for each type of vehicle, it deducts toll charge from the vehicle owner’s prepaid account.

In case of truck or other weight carrying vehicles, like-cargo, it uses a formula to calculate the toll charge amount as the weight varies. However, a confirmation text is sent immediately to the vehicle owner’s phone. So, to execute the system, the database has to record all the information including National ID card number, phone number, and account number etc. of the vehicle owner.

If any sort of crime occurs at the highways or bridges and the criminal wants to escape by moving into another state, he has to cross some toll booths. For example, if a murderer or a drug dealer is crossing a certain toll booth and the police somehow get informed about it, they can simply resist them. For this, they will only send the RFID tag code or number of the vehicle to the authority if they want to stop that vehicle. Then the system controller will send the code text to the system and block that vehicle even after paying the toll amount. In this way, if a security concern issue arises, the authority can also block all the vehicles from passing through that booth.

4. Design Materials

The prototype of the system has been developed by using RFID system which includes the RFID Reader and RFID Tag, Microcontroller-Arduino Mega 2560, Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR), LCD Display, GSM Module and Servo Motor. The specifications of the components are briefly given below:

4.1 RFID Reader

A RFID reader is a network connected device (fixed or mobile) with an antenna that sends power as well as data and commands to the tags. RFID systems allow the unique identification of items [8] [9] or any other products which allows

Figure 1: The Proposed System
5. Hardware Design

The system contains two Arduino Mega 2560 as the microcontrollers. The first Arduino is connected with a Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR), GSM module and the RFID Reader. On the contrary, the other Arduino is connected with a GSM module, servo motor and a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD). Then, the Arduino-1 and Arduino-2 are connected through serial communication. However, we need to power up the two Arduino Mega 2560 with 9V–12V and 2A. To activate the GSM shield, we need to insert a SIM card with balance recharged and hold the button until the green light stop blinking and settle down. Finally, we need to pass the RFID tag or card in front of the RFID reader.
Figure 3: Steps for integrating between two processors

The security system starts when the first processor receives the RFID tag code by using GSM module. By using some AT commands, this process is done. After that, the second processor sends the currently available tag code. Then the tag code is matched with the currently available vehicle’s RFID tag code in the database. If it matches then the system stops commanding for the rotation of the servo motor. So, the barrier remains closed. However, if it doesn’t match, then the servo motor commands to rotate at 90 degree angle and eventually open the barrier. After 30 sec of delaying, the servo motor again rotates back at 90 degree angle to close the barrier.

7. Results and Discussion

The designed prototype system has arranged a RFID booth over the road where the RFID reader was positioned for showing the demonstration. We had utilized a 16x2 Liquid Crystal Display for exhibiting purpose and also applied a 10k potentiometer to regulate the contrast of LCD display. We have used five different RFID tags or cards which represent five different types of vehicle, i.e., Bike, CNG, Car, Bus and Truck. A SIM card was inserted in the GSM module using which text messages were sent to the phone numbers that were already stored in the code for each RFID card.

The satisfactory level of our demonstration was adequate enough. The process started when a vehicle crossed RFID booth area, it was scanned instantaneously and informed by means of some LED’s in the circuit. At the beginning the LCD exhibited in the display ‘no vehicle……charge is 0’. In contrast, in case of vehicle without proper RFID tag, the LCD display showed ‘no tag present, use alternate path’. Rather than truck for the other four types of vehicle (Bike, CNG, Car, Bus), it showed in the LCD display the type of vehicle and the corresponding charge.

To control the barrier for security purpose, we have used a code text message with the help of GSM module. The code text format for blocking the system is given below:

**SMS Format:** Block <space> Car/Bus/Truck/CNG/Bike

For example, to block a car the authority should write a text message to the system like Block Car and send it to the system.

Figure 4: Blocking procedure

Figure 4: Toll charge for truck
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We charged different amount of toll for the 5 types of vehicle. A confirmation text was received immediately in the phone number we had given in our system code. For truck the weight was calculated by varying the weight using FSR. For additional weight the extra toll amount that has to be paid was calculated using the following formula:

\[
\text{Previous Toll Charge for truck} + \frac{1}{2} \times \text{weight} = \text{Total Toll charge for truck.}
\]

7.1 The result of the security feature

In our demonstration, first of all we recorded five RFID cards in the database for five different types of vehicle. Now, we wanted to block the RFID card which was registered in our database system as ‘car’. For this, we sent a text message writing ‘Block Car’ to the system and then the LCD showed ‘Car Blocked’ and barrier was not lifted.

Then again we wanted to block the whole system so that no vehicle can pass the toll booth area. For testing, we used the format of the SMS ‘All Block’ and sent a message to the system. After receiving the SMS, when we passed the RFID cards, the system blocked all the five types of vehicle and showed in the display ‘All Blocked’.
The overall programming is done by using Arduino code. A part of our code is shown in Figure 12.

In order to determine the performance, the key matrices are the distance and the range of RFID reader and Card. Time is also the parameter depending on which the overall performance of the system was determined.

In our prototype, we have used an active RFID reader which can measure up to 3.5 cm distance. We did the distance vs efficiency calculation by checking how fast the RFID card is detected by the reader while passing the booth area and also kept the record when it was failed to do the detection process.

For the improvement of efficiency we need to use higher frequency ranged RFID reader. Taking some sample data we tried to generate the graph using MATLAB to see the performance approach over the distance.

From the graph, it is clearly visible that the efficiency of the system slowly decreases from 1 cm to 2.5 cm. After that the graph drastically decreases between 2.5 cm to 3.5 cm. Therefore, the finding is higher the distance lower the efficiency.

8. Cost Analysis based on the proposed prototype

One of the major steps for developing a compact system is taking into consideration about its building cost. As, our aim was to model the system for developing countries or underdeveloped countries, we tried to keep in mind about the cost issue. The system is very cost efficient and feasible for developing nations like Bangladesh, India, and Myanmar. Apart from that the components are easily available too. The whole circuit can be implemented on a PCB design board to have a compact design. The list and calculation of our total cost of the whole system are given in Table 1.

9. Constraints

Junk messages are a problem which can hang the system. To erase the junk messages, the Reset button of the Arduino Mega 2560 is pressed. The latter is connected with the Liquid Crystal Display.

The implemented system has a short range for RFID tag detection, which are only a few centimeters at this time. This works fine in the small prototype system. Improvement of the system is possible by using more powerful RFID, which can be used for practical deployment with actual objects.
Table 1. Price of components and cost of the prototype system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Amount (BDT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RFID Reader</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID Card</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5x10=50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduino Mega</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(2x1200)=2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16x2 LCD</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSM Shield</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Servo Motor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potentiometer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breadboard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(2x120)=240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>9000 BDT = 112.5 USD</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 10. Conclusion

The paper has presented the successful design of an embedded security system along with the automated toll collection system for reducing transport related crimes on highways and bridges. The overall system is based on RFID technology. Hence, there is no chance of using duplicate number plates as RFID tag is unique for each vehicle. The designed system should help the law enforcement agencies in many ways in reducing and preventing highway crimes. The system is cost effective and sustainable. It is expected that the system will sustain for a long time. It is also resistive to all external functions and parameters. For developing and underdeveloped countries, this automated security system along with automatic toll collection system should help greatly in reducing crime rates.

### 11. Future Work

A new feature can be added to the system which may include a database that stores vehicle data that includes vehicle owner’s photo, name, national identification number and residential address. After the vehicle with security problem is detected, the information in the database related to the owner will be immediately pulled and sent to the police close to the area via text messages.

Another feature can be added to the system in where CCTV can be placed at the toll booths. They will capture the image of the driver. The system will match the image with the images of known criminals with outstanding warrants. If there is a match, the toll booth will block the passage of the vehicle and notify the law enforcement agency immediately.
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